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i think that people around the world, particularly in europe, had like to be told what to do. a lot of
people have come up to me, asked me [inaudible 00:25:58] me what purebasic was, theyve never

even heard of purebasic. most of the people around the world that weve been speaking to dont know
what purebasic is. so thats just been a little bit of outreach and we have to go back into those

scenarios and educate those people of what purebasic is and what the capabilities are. at the end of
the day its a game, and i think theres a lot of people who are looking at purebasic as a threat,

because its been around so long, and its put things like that in the past, but its become more and
more popular. so weve just lost this resource that we need to take the orders for stock, supply the
backroom and obviously now the backroom has lost these key people. so that has been the issue

that i think weve probably found. and its made it a bit harder as well, because obviously just as we
start to go into christmas shopping season, weve also got the stamp duty nightmare. so stamp duty

is going to start ticking off the weekends, and so all the sites and the phasing out of stamp duty,
which is much better than the airdrop which will be a sunday. so weve got to be careful about the

work within our industry that we do because not only does it make it difficult for retailers and
manufacturers and kind of thesupply chain that we work on, but it means that we have more

housekeeping than we need to have on the shop floor. so we have to deal with it in the back and so
the last couple of weeks have been very busy, and i think it really washes down to just a retail

environment and the big issues that were facing.
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youll see them in the middle of queuing up to give some form of information. there are systems that
dont get together well, or youll have a guaranteed ship, where theyll have shipped your item. itll just

get lost in transit. and so i think that stuff happens. and i think youll always have that. but again,
theres, i think, a bigger issue, then just the service level if people are also having to pay for delivery

costs for things theyll never get. so again, that challenge and, for retailers, the resilience, the
resilience of their supply chain is going to be very important. theyll have to have the ability to be

able to absorb that. so i think thats a challenge for many retailers and certainly for brands. i think we
make the point, from the left hand corner of the bread board in the purebasic.com site, we set up the

rolodex and thats as good as it gets, literally. anymore, its just no longer true, in terms of how you
get your information, how you get your products or how you get your goods, and so it becomes a

challenge in terms of how you provide those goods for the customers, because of a lot of factors. the
rule uses a reference set of dlls which were created for this security blog. if you have the sample dll
or any dll in the reference set, you can use yara to check for the presence of the dll using command

similar to below. remember to change the search path [29]: c:\cygwin64\bin\yara2 -w -i
dll_access.yara -f dll_access_rules.txt new, temp, and backup files will be created in this directory.

[30]: c:\cygwin64\bin\yara2 -w -i dll_access.txt -c --folder-exclude *.txt purebasic v5.71 lts retail the
rule is written using the dll format described in the dll specification. to better understand the rule, it
is useful to have a look at the reference set produced from the dlls themselves. the yara rule uses

only the combination of the header, function, and data segments. 5ec8ef588b
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